Critical analysis of injuries sustained in the TWA flight 800 midair disaster.
Previous reports of commercial airline disasters have reviewed incidents occurring at takeoff and landing. The purpose of the present study, which represents the first analysis of aviation injuries incurred during a midflight incident, was to examine the injuries sustained by the victims of the TWA Flight 800 disaster and to determine any correlation of injuries with structural damage and seat location. Complete autopsy records, toxicology screening, and forensic analysis were reviewed. Injuries were assessed by anatomic region and severity by using the Abbreviated Injury Scale. The National Transportation Safety Board report of the investigation was applied to correlate individual injuries with seat location and structural damage. A comparison was performed against injury data from takeoff and landing incidents. All 230 passengers of TWA Flight 800 were recovered as fatalities. Head, thoracic, and abdominal injuries were multiple and severe, contributing to the mortality of the occupants. Analysis revealed that the severity of injury and anatomic injury pattern did not generally correlate with seating position or structural damage. A comparison of these injuries with those of takeoff and landing crashes showed differences in injury pattern and severity. Passengers of Flight 800 sustained instantaneous fatal blunt force injury. Analysis of the data revealed no global correlation between seat position and pattern of injury. In contrast to injuries incurred during crashes at takeoff and landing, these midflight injuries were too extreme to warrant a reappraisal of current passenger protective safety measures or standards.